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Passing the value of visibility onto customers
The UCaaS market is one of the fastest-growing industries serving the
modern enterprise. Between 2016 and 2024, the segment is projected to
enjoy a CAGR of 29 percent, and for good reason: As businesses become
increasingly decentralized, stretching enterprise networks across the globe,
teams need communication and collaboration tools that can surpass the
geographical barriers separating employees.
One of the most compelling solutions to emerge from the booming UCaaS
market is Fuze. Named a UCaaS market “Leader” in the 2019 Forrester Wave
report, Fuze is a one-stop-shop for all of an enterprise’s unified collaboration

29%

needs. The company offers voice, video, messaging and content services via a
single global platform that’s designed to be a user-friendly interface for both
enterprise IT teams as well as business users.
As the business took off, they faced similar challenges that confront any
company on a fast growth trajectory, including the need to retain visibility
across the company’s internal network as Fuze’s WAN footprint ballooned.

The forecast CAGR of
the UCaaS market from
2016-2024

To tackle this issue, Fuze’s internal IT team turned to AppNeta Performance
Manager, leveraging our active and passive monitoring capabilities to give IT a
proactive posture in addressing potential performance issues.
While our partnership with Fuze originally started as a pretty standard
vendor-customer relationship, Adam Oppedisano, Technical Support
Manager and Network Engineering at Fuze, and his team saw an “open door”
for the company to leverage AppNeta beyond their internal network opps.
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An open door to an exciting opportunity
At the time (2016), Fuze was having visibility issues when it came to
deploying their platform on large, complex enterprise networks. As is
the case with many new deployments, customers blamed Fuze at the
first sign of poor performance even when the problem was on the end
customer’s internal network. Often, to prove innocence, deployment
teams would hit a wall in their troubleshooting that required deeper
insights into network performance than was readily available out of the
gate. But if the team was able to employ AppNeta monitoring during
the deployment process, the platform could essentially act as the “eyes
and ears on the ground,” collecting data and analytics throughout the
process and in lieu of requiring additional manpower.

“As we all know, every network customer thinks they already
have the best network ever,” Oppedisano explained. “With
AppNeta, we can point out the fact that this just might not
be true and suggest improvements before go-live. As long
as customers can have this proof -- turn the lights onto the
problem -- IT can address the problem on their side, and will
be receptive to the alert.”

AppNeta becomes a pre-migration asset
The ability to speed up deployment with AppNeta proved to be a multi-faceted win
for Fuze that opened up additional opportunities to help improve business beyond
just speeding up deployment. By placing AppNeta Monitoring Points in Fuze cloud
infrastructure as well as at the customer site, the team was able to see the end-toend path through the WAN. The deep insights AppNeta was able to deliver to Fuze’s
team across these network paths made them an even more involved partner for their
customers that has had a material impact above and beyond application performance.
For Fuze end customers it established trust, credibility, and a commitment to service
that continues to set Fuze apart in the UC market.
“At the outset, for us, there are two main aspects that drive the most value for our
relationship,” said Dean Holmes, Technical Product Marketing Manager at Fuze. “On
our side of the business, it can help us service customers more effectively, and for
the customer, it provides that win for IT because we can alert them to larger, chronic
issues before they permeate the larger operation.”
“In the past, we’d have to wait for 20 or 30 emails to pass between different

WHY APPNETA
Assurance predeployment
Improved reporting during
customer onboarding
Ongoing performance
monitoing to increase
value

stakeholders before we’d be able to pinpoint an issue. Now, we can zero in
immediately, all while building rapport with our client base,” Holmes continued.
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Benefits spread beyond deployment
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But the benefits don’t end at the deployment phase for Fuze

This gives Fuze an edge over competing UCaaS solutions because

customers. One of the reasons Fuze won the title of Leader in

Fuze actively works with their customers to make improvements

the 2019 Forrester Wave ranking was the company’s engaged

to their networks. While competitors may provide QLS reports,

and involved customer support system, which AppNeta enhances

they are rarely valuable or actionable. Fuze, on the other hand,

by giving Fuze representatives an ongoing visualization of their

can go beyond just acknowledging quality issues after the

customer’s network performance.

fact; rather, with AppNeta, Fuze can let customers know why

“Customer networks evolve over time -- what they see today won’t
be the same in a week, month or year later. The last thing they
want is for the experience of the product to be impacted,” Holmes
continued. By having real-time view, customers can adapt and

performance issues are happening, who is at fault (the network,
the app, servers, etc.) and offer actionable next steps. At the end
of the day, customers appreciate the fact that Fuze is trying to
figure quality out ahead of time.

change while still enjoying the best experience of the product.

To learn more about how AppNeta’s comprehensive, 4-dimensional
approach to performance monitoring helps deliver active and passive
visibility into some of the most complex and distributed networks on
Earth, download our eBook, 4 Goals Driving Modern Enterprise IT.

ABOUT APPNETA
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers. For more information, visit www.appneta.com.
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